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 zip, add to favorite Description: Main changes: -new map name, NoMapping_desert_topo.mtx -new width and height
parameters for the new map and the included area -new perlin noise added. (reduced number of land pixels and added more tall

water) -added new shade values for black, dark grey, grey, light grey, white and grey light -extended map area to 200 meters
-changed some of the textures -new subsonic and partial water textures -removed horizon and island textures (added small box

for replacing the original) -added colors for water -added wind sound -updated map info page with more info about the changes
-changed algorithm used for moving the water -changed how areas are calculated. The large area is now calculated by squares of

the width and height of the map. Before the areas were calculated by rectangles. -Changed the cost for turning on and off
mapper mode to avoid the small map turning off during production -added "map creator mode" button to make it easier to use.
-made the music player optional -added a logo, added to the mapper mode options in the option menu -added ability to control

the mapper mode between normal mode and mapper mode -added visibility of some mapper mode options and added some
mapper mode options -added some info about how to customize the mapper mode -added ability to automatically skip the most

simple areas -added ability to run the map continuously in mapper mode -added ability to specify a resolution on a per map
basis -changed the wind noise and added another wind sound option -changed ability to control the screen display -changed

music directory so it is now easier to find -changed ability to hide the height map -changed number of wind-sound files
-changed ability to turn on and off radar by clicking on the map -changed subsonic and partial water textures -changed perlin

noise included to be stronger -changed ability to stop moving when sleeping mode is turned on -changed ability to use multiple
map files at the same time -changed ability to use stereo sound files -changed ability to add to favorites -changed 82157476af
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